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ON THE NATURAL OPERATORS OF VERTICAL PROLONGATION TYPE ON 1 -CONNECTION BUNDLE
Recently R, Matthes introduced a conoept of an r-connection on fibred manifold as generalization of the classical connections [5] .
In this paper we consider the vertioal prolongation of 1-connections on fibred manifold Y -• M onto the vertical bundle VY -M by flows. We prove that the only natural affine operator transforming 1-connections on fibred manifold Y onto 1-connections on the vertical bundle VY is the vertical prolongation by flows.
In the paper, we use a general method for finding all natural operators of certain types elaborated by I. Kolar in [2] . [3] .
The author is grateful to Professor I. Kolar for suggesting the problem, valuable remarks and useful discussions and to Dr J. Slovak for private communication. Considering a change of fibre coordinates on Y » x 3 " >= x^x), yP = y p (x,y) and a change of induced coordinates on J^TM j x 1 = x 1 (x), X 1 = a i jX*', X 1 ,; = a i lka k jX 1 + a^X^a^, we obtain the following transformation rules for the components of 1-connection: If $ is a vector field oh M, its horizontal lift rè,.with respect to 1-oonnection r on Y is defined by (6) =r o ( © idY) I Y -TY. iii) every Ay is regular i.e. Ay transforms every smoothly parametrized family of sections into smoothly parametrized family, iv) every Ay is affine i.e.
Ay(tr+ (1 -t)A) -t Ay(D + (1 -t) Ay (A)
for any t e R and r , At C°° (Coa,Y). Bote, that the natural affine operator A i Con.,-•Con^V is a system of base -extending operators, [3] :
If A i Con.,-» Con^V is an r-th order operator, its associated map Ay i J^Con^Y) 0 VY-Con.,VY is a fibred map over identity of VY and there is a bijeotion between natural operators A and natural transformations A. formed by maps Ay, [3j.
We will need the followingi Lemma. [2] . There is a bijeotion between the r-th order natural operators A t Co a,-• Coa,V and G^ ^-equivariant
The orem. The only natural affine operator Coo. -• Con 1 V is the vertioal prolongation.
Proof.
We shall prove the theorem in 3 steps. Pirst we desoribe all first order operators, then we prove that all finite order operators are of order 1. Finally, we prove that all considered operators have a finite order.
I 166 - Finally, we determine functions using the same homogeneity conditions with respect to baBe homoteties and fibre homoteties. We get -169 - A homogeneity condition with respeot to fibre homotetiee
gives the relations: ^(Y p ) = const for ||3|= 0, fl(k Y p ) = = ki^(YP) for (|3|= 1 and t,(k Y p ) = k^(Y p ) and gP^ do not depend on y p *^ for >1. Henoe, the functions g p *^ depend on the 1-jets only and they are of the same form as in case I. In the same way we deduce that only depend on the 1-jets and they are of the same form as in oase I.
We determine affine functions
using a homogeneity condition with respeot to base homotetiess |p|>1. Hence, functions are not dependend on higher order jets and they are of the same form as in the case I. In the same way, we deduce that also are not dependend on higher order jets and they are of the same form as in the case I. So, we have reduoed the whole problem to the case I.
III. Any natural affine operator A i Co^ -Co^V has a finite order. This follows from a generalization of the well known Peetre theorem due to [6] , [4] . The assertion in our affine case is a direct consequence of the results contained in [6] , [4] and was privately communicated with J. Slovak.
